Abstract. Applying information theory to molecular biology problems clarifies many issues. The topics addressed are: how there can be precision in molecular interactions, how much pattern is stored in the DNA for genetic control systems, and the roles of theory violations, instrumentation, and models in science.
This paper is a short review of a few of the lessons I've learned from applying Shannon's information theory to molecular biology. Since there are so many distinct results, I call this emerging field 'molecular information theory'. Many of the references and figures can be found at my web site [2] , along with an earlier review [3] and a primer on information theory [4] .
Precision in Biology
Information theory was first described by Claude Shannon in 1948 [5] . It sets out a mathematical way to measure the choices made in a system. Although Shannon concentrated on communications, the mathematics applies equally well to other fields [6] . In particular, all of the theorems apply in biology because the same constraints occur in biology as in communication. For example, if I call you on the phone and it is a bad connection, I may say 'let me call you back'. Then I hang up. I may even complain to the phone company who then rips out the bad wires. So the process of killing the phone line is equivalent to selecting against a specific phenotype in biology. A second example is the copying of a key. In biology that's called 'replication', and sometimes there are 'mutations'. We go to a hardware store and have a key copied, but we get home only to find that it doesn't fit the door.
When we return to the person who copied it, they throw the key away (kill it) and start fresh.
This kind of selection does not occur in straight physics. It turns out that the requirement of being able to make distinct selections is critical to Shannon's channel capacity theorem [7] . Shannon defined the channel capacity, C (bits per second) as the maximum rate that information can be sent through a communications channel in the presence of thermal noise. The theorem has two parts. The first part says that if the data rate one would like to send at, R, is greater than C, one will fail. At most C bits per second will get through. The second part is surprising. It says that as long as R is less than or equal to C the error rate may be made as low as one desires. The way that Shannon envisioned attaining this result was by encoding the message before transmission and decoding it afterwards. Encoding methods have been explored in the ensuing 50 years [8, 9] , and their successful application is responsible for the accuracy of our solar-system spanning communications systems.
To construct the channel capacity theorem, Shannon assigned each message to a point in a high dimensional space. Suppose that we have a volt meter that can be connected by a cable to a battery with a switch. The switch has two states, on and off, and so we can send 1 bit of information. In geometrical terms, we can record the state (voltage) as one of two points on a line, such as X = 0 and X = 1. Suppose now that we send two pulses, X and Y . This allows for 4 possibilities, 00, 01, 10 and 11 and these form a square on a plane. If we send 100 pulses, then any particular sequence will be a point in a 100 dimensional space (hyperspace).
If I send you a message, I first encode it as a string of 1s and 0s and then send it down the wire. But the wire is hot and this disturbs the signal [10, 11] . So instead of X volts you would receive X ± σ X , a variation around X. There would be a different variation for Y : Y ± σ Y . σ X and σ Y are independent because thermal noise does not correlate over time. Because they are the sum of many random molecular impacts, for 100 pulses the σs would have a Gaussian distribution if they were plotted on one axis. But because they are independent, and the geometrical representation of independence is a right angle, this represents 100 different directions in the high dimensional space. There is no particular direction in the high dimensional space that is favored by the noise, so it turns out that the original message will come to the receiver somewhere on a sphere around the original point [7, 12, 3] .
What Shannon recognized is that these little noise spheres have very sharply defined edges. This is an effect of the high dimensionality: in traversing from the center of the sphere to the surface there are so many ways to go that essentially everything is on the surface [13, 14, 12] . If one packs the message spheres together so that they don't touch (with some error because they are still somewhat fuzzy) then one can get the channel capacity. The positions in hyperspace that we choose for the messages is the encoding. If we were to allow the spheres to intersect (by encoding in a poor way) then the receiver wouldn't be able to distinguish overlapping messages. The crucial point is that we must choose non-overlapping spheres. This only matters in human and animal communications systems where failure can mean death. It does not happen to rocks on the moon because there is no consequence for 'failure' in that case. So Shannon's channel capacity theorem only applies when there is a living creature associated with the system. From this I conclude that Shannon is a biologist and that his theorem is about biology.
The capacity theorem can be constructed for biological molecules that interact or have different states [12] . This means that these molecular machines are capable of making precise choices. Indeed, biologists know of many amazingly specific interactions; the theorem shows that not only is this possible but that biological systems can evolve to have as few errors as necessary for survival.
The Address is the Message
Keys select one lock in a set of locks and so are capable (with a little motive force from us) of making a 'choice'. The base 2 logarithm of the number of choices is the number of bits. (More details about information theory are described in a Primer [4] .)
In a similar way, there are many proteins that locate and stick to specific spots on the genome. These proteins turn on and off genes and perform many other functions. When one collects the DNA sequences from these spots, which are typically 10 to 20 base pairs long, one finds that they are not all exactly the same. Using Shannon's methods, we can calculate the amount of information in the binding sites, and I call this R sequence because it is a rate of information measured in units of bits per site as computed from the sequences [15] . (See figure 1.1 for the details of this computation.)
For example, in our cells the DNA is copied to RNA and then big chunks of the RNA are cut out. This splicing operation depends on patterns at the two ends of the segment that gets removed. One of the end spots is called the donor and the other is called the acceptor. Let's focus on the acceptor because the story there is simple (what's happening at the donor is beyond the scope of this paper). Acceptor sites can be described by about 9.4 bits of information on the average [16] . Why is it that number?
A way to answer this is to see how the information is used. In this case there are acceptor sites with a frequency of roughly one every 812 positions along the RNA, on average. So the splicing machinery has to pick one spot from 812 spots, or log 2 812 = 9.7 bits; this is called R f requency (bits per site). So the amount of pattern at a binding site (R sequence ) is just enough for it to be found in the genome (R f requency ). Also, notice that we are using the fact that the capacity theorem says that it is possible for the sites to be distinguished from the rest of the genome.
1. The number of bases b ∈ {a, c, g, t} at each position l in a set of aligned binding sites is called n(b, l). The total number of sequences at a given position is
where the sum is over all 4 bases b. In Fig. 1 .2, the range of l is from −9 to +9 bases and n(l) = 12 for all positions. Many times data will be missing, in which case n(l) will vary with position l. 2. The frequency of bases at each position is then computed as
3. Shannon's uncertainty [4, 5] is estimated from
for M symbols, where e(n) is a correction for replacing the probability of the i th symbol with a frequency fi, which leads to a small-sample bias when the number of samples n is small [15] . 4. Protein-DNA interactions are modeled at two thermodynamic states, before and after binding [3] . Before a protein binds DNA, all four bases are possible, so fi is the frequency of each base in the genome, about 0.25, and equation 
5. The information at each position is the decrease in uncertainty from before to after binding:
R stands for a 'rate', in this case information gain in bits per base. 6. If the positions in a binding site are independent (which is generally true, but can be tested [16] ) then the total information at the binding sites is the sum of the information over all positions:
(1.7) Fig. 1.1 . Method of computing information content at protein binding sites (Rsequence) from DNA sequences.
Breaking the Rules
Within 5 days of discovering that R sequence ≈ R f requency for a number of genetic systems I found an apparent exception [15] . The virus T7 infects the bacterium Escherichia coli and replaces the host RNA polymerase with its own. These T7 polymerases bind to sites that have about R sequence = 35.4 bits of information on the average. If we compute how much information is needed to locate the sites, it is only R f requency = 16.5 bits. So there is twice as much information at the sites as is needed to find them. The idea that R sequence ≈ R f requency is the first hypothesis of molecular information theory. As in physics if we are building a theory and we find a violation we have two choices: junk the theory or recognize that we have discovered a new phenomenon.
One possibility would be that the T7 polymerase really uses all the information at its binding sites. I tested this idea at the lab bench by making many variations of the promoters and then seeing how much information is left among those that still function strongly. The result was 18 ± 2 bits [17] , which is reasonably close to R f requency . So the polymerase does not use all of the information available to it in the DNA! An analogy, due to Matt Yarus, is that if we have a town with 1000 houses we should expect to see log 10 1000 = 3 digits on each house so that the mail can be delivered. (The analogy as is does not match the biology perfectly, but one can change it to match [3] .) Suppose we came across a town and we count 1000 houses but each house has 6 digits on it. A simple explanation is that there are two delivery systems that do not share digits with each other.
In biological terms, this means that there could be another protein binding at T7 promoters. We are looking for it in the lab.
Some years after making this discovery, I asked one of my students, Nate Herman, to analyze the repeat sequences in a replicating ring of DNA called the F plasmid that makes bacteria male. (Yes, they grow little pilli ...) He did the analysis but did not do the binding sites I wanted because we were both ignorant of F biology at that time. Nate found that the incD repeats contain 60 bits of information but only 20 bits would be needed to find the sites. The implication is that three proteins bind there. Surprisingly, when we looked in the literature we found that an experiment had already been done that shows three proteins bind to that DNA [18, 19] ! It seems that we can predict the minimum number of proteins that bind to DNA.
Waves in DNA Patterns
If one calculates the information in many binding sites an interesting pattern emerges [20] : the information often comes in two peaks. The peaks are about 10 base pairs apart, which is the distance over which the DNA helix twists once. DNA has two grooves, a wide one and a narrow one, called the major ---------+++++++++  9876543210123456789  ............... and minor groove respectively. Using experimental data I found that the peaks of information correspond to places where a major groove faces the protein [20] . (See Fig. 1.2 for an example.)
? SEQUENCE LOGO
This effect can be explained by inspecting the structure of bases [21] . There are enough asymmetrical chemical moieties in the major groove to allow all four of the bases to be completely distinguished. Thus any base pair from the set AT, TA, CG and GC is distinct from any other pair in the set. But because of symmetry in the minor groove it is difficult or impossible for a protein contact there to tell AT from TA, while CG is indistinguishable from GC. So a protein can pick 1 of the 4 bases when approaching the DNA from the major groove and it can make log 2 4 = 2 bits of choices, but from the minor groove it only make 1 bit of choice because it can distinguish AT from GC but not the orientation (log 2 2 = 1). This shows up in the information curves as a dip that does not go higher than 1 bit where minor grooves face the protein. In contrast, the major groove positions often show sequence conservation near 2 bits.
There is another effect that the information curves show: as one moves across the binding site the curve increases and decreases as a sine wave according to the twist of the DNA. This pretty effect can be explained by understanding how proteins bind DNA and how they evolve [22, 23] .
Proteins first have to locate the DNA and then they will often skim along it before they find and bind to a specific site. They move around by Brownian motion and also bounce towards and away from the DNA. So during the evolution of the protein it is easiest to develop contacts with the middle of a major groove, because there are many possibilities there. However, given a particular direction of approach to the DNA, contacts more towards the back side (on the opposite "face") would be harder to form and would develop more rarely. So we would expect the DNA accessibility for the major groove to go from 2 bits (when a major groove faces the protein) to zero (when a minor groove faces the protein). The same kind of effect occurs at the same time for the minor groove but the peak is at 1 bit. The sum of these effects is a sine wave from 2 bits for the major groove down to 1 bit for the minor groove, as observed. The patterns of sequence conservation in DNA follow simple physical principles.
On Being Blind
Why weren't the waves noticed before? The sine waves in binding site sequences cannot be seen with a method often used to handle sequences. Most molecular biologists will collect binding sites or other sequences, align them, and then determine the most frequent base at each position. This is called a 'consensus sequence'.
Suppose that a position in a binding site has 70% A, 10% C, 10% G and 10% T. Then if we make a consensus model of this position, we could call it 'A'. This means that when we come to look at new binding sites, 30% of the time we will not recognize the site! If a binding site had 10 positions like this, then we would be wrong (1 − 0.7 10 ) = 97% of the time! Yet this method is extremely widespread in the molecular biology literature.
For example, a Fis binding site in the tgt/sec promoter was missed even though four pieces of experimental data pointed to the site. Although the site was 2 bits stronger than an average Fis site, it was overlooked because it did not match the consensus used by the authors [24] . We tested the site experimentally and found that it does indeed bind to Fis [25] . Likewise the sine waves were missed before information analysis was done because creating a consensus sequences smashes the delicate sequence conservation in natural binding sites. Surprisingly, in retrospect, information theory provides good "instrumentation" for understanding the biology of DNA sequences.
In addition, information theory has been shown to be quite useful for biomedical applications. My colleague Pete Rogan found a paper that claimed to have identified a T to C change at a splice acceptor site as the cause of colon cancer. Presumably, the reason that the authors thought this is that the most frequent base at that position is a T. Then they apparently forgot that almost 50% of the natural sites have a C, so when they came across the T to C change it was misinterpreted as a mutation. Using information theory we were able to show that this is unlikely [26] . Our prediction was confirmed by experimental work which showed that of 20 normal people, 2 people had the change. If the initial claim had been made in a doctor's office it would have been a misdiagnosis, with legal ramifications. Since that time we have analyzed many splice junctions in a variety of genes and we have found that the information theory approach is powerful [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Consensus sequences apparently cause some scientists to make a classical scientific error. The first time that promoter binding site sequences were obtained (by David Pribnow) they were aligned. How can one deal with this fuzzy data? One way is to simplify the data by making a model, the consensus sequence. Although biologists are well aware that these frequently fail, they apparently don't recognize that the problem is with the model itself, and as a consequence they will often write that there is a consensus site in such and such a location and that, for example a protein binds to the consensus [31] . That is, they think that the model (a consensus sequence) is the same as the reality (a binding site). But a model of reality is not reality itself. This problem has a Zen-like quality, since even our perceptions are models of reality. Indeed, it is now thought that our minds are running a controlled hallucination that is continuously matching data coming from our senses, and when there is no input or a mismatch, some rather odd illusions occur [32] .
We have developed two models that use information theory to get away from the errors caused by using consensus sequences. The first is a graphic called a sequence logo [33] . (An example is Fig. 1.2. ) Sequence logos show an average picture of binding sites. Fortunately the mathematics of information theory also allows one to compute the information for individual binding sites and these models are called sequence walkers [34, 24] . Many examples of logos and walkers can be found in the references or at my web site.
Consensus sequences are dangerous to use and should be avoided. Using the best available instrumentation can be critical to science. We should always be aware that we are always working with models because no model fully captures reality.
